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The Kosovo Crisis Paul Latawski 2003 This book looks at the legacy of the 1998-99 Kosovo crisis for European
security affairs. It examines the debates about the nature and justification of intervention in the affairs of
sovereign states. It also considers the impact of the crisis on NATO and on relations between western states and
Russia both during and since Kosovo. Well-known "facts" are critically assessed and challenged. The authors
argue that the NATO attacks on Serbia were not a "war," nor did the crisis directly lead to moves to endow the
European Union with its own military dimension. They place the Kosovo crisis in the context of the longterm evolution of a transatlantic "community of values" between Europe and North America.
Cadastre 2014 Jürg Kaufmann 2001

Smuggling in Southeast Europe 2002 Analyzes and reviews the connection between the conflicts in the
former Yugoslavia and the growth of the trans-border crime in the region, and also looks at the related issue of
corruption. The paper highlights the decisive impact the Yugoslav wars had on the development of the
regional criminal networks, which were often set up and maintained not only with the knowledge, but even
with active participation of the highest state officials. The research also represents a contribution to the study of
conflicts in the Western Balkans. The majority of existing interpretations of causes, course and consequences of
the Yugoslav wars try to provide the answers through ethno-political explanations. They unjustly ignore the
importance that interweaving of interests of political elites, the organized crime groups, which appeared in this
period, and the "mediating class" of corrupt state officials had in this process.

Teaching Modern Southeast European History Center for Democracy and Reconciliation in Southeast Europe
2005

Shqiptarët, grekët dhe serbët Leonard Prifti 2010
Empire Niall Ferguson 2008-03-17 A bestselling historian shows how the British Empire created the modern
world, in a book lauded as "a rattling good tale" (Wall Street Journal) and "popular history at its best"
(Washington Post) The British Empire was the largest in all history: the nearest thing to global domination
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ever achieved. The world we know today is in large measure the product of Britain's Age of Empire. The
global spread of capitalism, telecommunications, the English language, and institutions of representative
government -- all these can be traced back to the extraordinary expansion of Britain's economy, population and
culture from the seventeenth century until the mid-twentieth. On a vast and vividly colored canvas, Empire
shows how the British Empire acted as midwife to modernity. Displaying the originality and rigor that have
made Niall Ferguson one of the world's foremost historians, Empire is a dazzling tour de force -- a remarkable
reappraisal of the prizes and pitfalls of global empire.
Winning Ugly Ivo H. Daalder 2004-05-13 After eleven weeks of bombing in the spring of 1999, the United
States and NATO ultimately won the war in Kosovo. Serbian troops were forced to withdraw, enabling an
international military and political presence to take charge in the region. But was this war inevitable or was it
the product of failed western diplomacy prior to the conflict? And once it became necessary to use force, did
NATO adopt a sound strategy to achieve its aims of stabilizing Kosovo? In this first in-depth study of the
Kosovo crisis, Ivo Daalder and Michael O'Hanlon answer these and other questions about the causes, conduct,
and consequences of the war. Based on interviews with many of the key participants, they conclude that
notwithstanding important diplomatic mistakes before the conflict, it would have been difficult to avoid the
Kosovo war. That being the case, U.S. and NATO conduct of the war left much to be desired. For more than
four weeks, the Serbs succeeded where NATO failed, forcefully changing Kosovo's ethnic balance by forcing
1.5 million Albanians from their home and more than 800,000 from the country. Had they chosen to massacre
more of their victims, NATO would have been powerless to stop them. In the end, NATO won the war by
increasing the scope and intensity of bombing, making serious plans for a ground invasion, and moving
diplomacy into full gear in order to convince Belgrade that this was a war Serbia would never win. The
Kosovo crisis is a cautionary tale for those who believe force can be used easily and in limited increments to
stop genocide, mass killing, and the forceful expulsion of entire populations. Daalder and O'Hanlon conclude
that the crisis holds important diplomatic and military lessons that must be learned so that others in the future
might avoid the mistakes that were made in this case.
BEYOND THE BOWS OF THE HEART - Poetry Silke Liria Blumbach (Shanti)

Ancient Languages of the Balkans Radoslav Katicic 1976-01-01
Analytical and Computer Cartography Keith C. Clarke 1995 Appropriate for courses in Introduction to Digital
Cartography, Computer Mapping, Computer Cartography, or Digital Mapping. The best-selling cartography
text on the market has been totally revised to include information on access to spatial data and information on
the Internet and network tools. Comprehensive coverage makes this text appropriate as a stand alone text or as
a supplement for G.I.S. courses. This revision launches the Prentice Hall Series in Geographic Information
Science.
Between the Aegean and the Baltic Seas Ioanna Galanaki 2007-12-01 Preface and Acknowledgments List of
abbreviations KEYNOTE LECTURE; Joseph MARAN; Seaborne Contacts between the Aegean, the Balkans
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and the Central Mediterranean in the 3rd Millennium BC: The Unfolding of the Mediterranean World
THEORETICAL ISSUES; Kristian KRISTIANSEN and Thomas LARSSON; Contacts and Travels during the
2nd Millennium BC. Warriors on the Move;; Birgitta EDER; The Power of Seals: Palaces, Peripheries and
Territorial Control in the Mycenaean World;; Anthony F. HARDING; Interconnections between the Aegean
and Continental Europe in the Bronze and Early Iron Ages: Moving beyond Scepticism;; Staa BABIC;
Translation Zones or Gateway Communities Revisited: The Case of Trebenite and Sindos;; Stefanie A.H.
KENNELL; Schliemann's Comparative Approach to European Prehistory: The Personal Element EARLY
ENCOUNTERS; Vassiliki ADRYMI-SISMANI; Le site chalcolithique de Microthebes au carrefour du monde
egeen et des Balkans du Nord;; Jorg RAMBACH; Olympia and Andravida-Lechaina: Two Bronze Age Sites in
the Northwest Peloponnese; with Far-reaching Overseas Cultural Connections;; Volker HEYD; When the
West Meets the East: The Eastern Periphery of the Bell Beaker Phenomenon; and its Relation with the
Aegean Early Bronze Age;; Jacqueline BALEN and Sanjin MIHELIC; Silver Axes from Stari Jankovci and the
Problem of Finds of Precious Metals during the Early Bronze Age in Continental Croatia;; Cristina
ENACHESCU; The Cernavoda III-Boleraz Phenomenon: Eneolithic, Kupferzeit, Jungsteinzeit or Early Bronze
Age; Viktoria KISS; Contacts along the Danube: A Boat Model from the Early Bronze Age RECENT
FIELDWORK; Michael GALATY; There Are Prehistoric Cities Up There: The Bronze and Iron Ages in
Northern Albania;; Gilles TOUCHAIS et Petrika LERA; L'Albanie meridionale et le monde egeen a l'age du
Bronze: problemes chronologiques et rapports culturels;; Bernhard HANSEL; Agaische Siedlungsstrukturen in
Monkodonja/Istrien?;; Biba TERAN; Cultural Connections between Caput Adriae and the Aegean in the Late
Bronze and Early Iron Age;; Anastasia CHRYSOSTOMOU und Anastasia GEORGIADOU; Siedlungen und
Nekropolen der spaten Bronze- und fruhen Eisenzeit in Almopia und aussere Einflusse BURIAL, IDEOLOGY
AND SOCIETY; Sylvie MULLER-CELKA; L'origine balkanique des tumuli helladiques (HA-HM): reflexions
sur l'etat de la question;; Elisabetta BORGNA and Paola CASSOLA GUIDA; At the Fringe of the Tumulus
Culture: Bronze Age Tumuli of North-Eastern Italy between Europe and the Aegean;; Lorenc BEJKO;
Expression of Identities in the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age Southeastern Albania;; Zlatko VIDESKI;
Mycenaean Influences in the Fyro Macedonia Identified in the Late Bronze Age Cemeteries;; Reinhard
JUNG; Woher kamen die Brandbestattungsriten der spatbronzezeitlichen Agais?;; Nona PALINCAS; Contacts
With the Aegean and Their Social Impact in the Late Bronze Age in the Lower Danube;; Skender ALIU; Les
bijoux de la periode du bronze recent et de la periode du fer ancien dans la region de Kolonja;; Mariya Ivanova;
Things Unfound: Patterns of Warfare in the Early Bronze Age Aegean and Thrace;; Konstantinos
KALOGEROPOULOS; Miniature Clay Anthropomorphic Representations in Greece and Europe through the
Late Mycenaean Period: Similarities and Differences;; Hrvoje POTREBICA; Aegean Concepts in the Eastern
Hallstatt Culture? INTERACTION; Soultana Maria VALAMOTI; Food Across Borders: A Consideration of the
Neolithic and Bronze Age; Archaeobotanical Evidence from Northern Greece;; Barbara HOREJS; Macedonia:
Mediator or Buffer Zone between Cultural Spheres?;; Neculai BOLOHAN; New Stories about Buffer
Territories in the Balkans;; Daria LONJAK DIZDAR; A Contribution to Understanding the Relations (or Lack
of Relations) between the Croatian Danube Region; and the Aegean at the Beginning of the Second
Millennium BC;; S?awomir KADROW; North of the Carpathians - The Outskirts of the Aegean World?;;
Magnus ARTURSSON and Franco NICOLIS; Cultural Relations between the Mediterranean and the Baltic
Seas during the Bronze Age?; The Evidence from Northern Italy and Southern Scandinavia;; Kristina
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MIHOVILIC; Istrian Contacts with the Aegean throughout the Early Iron Age AMBER ROUTE;; Aleksandar
PALAVESTRA; Was there an Amber Route?;; Jan BOUZEK; The Amber Route, Apollo and the
Hyperboreans;; Janusz CZEBRESZUK; Amber between the Baltic and the Aegean in the Third and Second
Millennia BC; (An Outline of Major Issues);; Katarzyna SLUSARSKA; Some Remarks on the Possibility that
there existed an Eastern Branch; in the System of Amber Routes in the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages;;
Massimo CULTRARO; Evidence of Amber in Bronze Age Sicily: Local Sources and the Balkan-Mycenaean
Connection LITHICS, WEAPONS, BEADS AND BONE ARTIFACTS; Ivan GATSOV and Lia KARIMALI;
Lithic Assemblages of the Northeastern and Southern Aegean during the Bronze Age: A Comparison;; Eleni
ANDRIKOU; New Evidence on Mycenaean Bronze Corselets from Thebes in Boeotia; and the Bronze Age
Sequence of Corselets in Greece and Europe; Wolfgang DAVID; Gold and Bone Artefacts as Evidence of
Mutual Contact between the Aegean; the Carpathian Basin and Southern Germany in the Second Millennium
BC;; Georg NIGHTINGALE; Lefkandi. An Important Node in the International Exchange Network; of
Jewellery and Personal Adornment METALS; Constantinos PASCHALIDIS; Euboea at the Crossroads of the
Metal Trade: The Aegean and the Black Sea; in the Late Bronze Age;; Krassimir LESHTAKOV; The Eastern
Balkans in the Aegean Economic System during the LBA.; Ox-Hide and Bun Ingots in Bulgarian Lands;;
Evangelia PAPADOPOULOU; Western Greece and the North in the Late Bronze Age: The Evidence of
Metalwork and Objects of Exotic Material POTTERY; Marta GUZOWSKA and Assaf YASUR-LANDAU;
Handmade Burnished Ware in the Levant;; Clarissa BELARDELLI and Marco BETTELLI; Different
Technological Levels of Pottery Production: Barbarian and Grey Ware; between the Aegean and Europe in
the Late Bronze Age;; Aleksandra PAPAZOVSKA SANEV; Matt-Painted Pottery from the Iron Age in the
FYR Macedonia.
Eneolithic Cultures of Central and West Balkans Nikola Tasić 1995
Visualization in Modern Cartography A.M. MacEachren 2013-10-22 Visualization in Modern Cartography
explores links between the centuries-old discipline of cartography and today's revolutionary developments in
scientific visualization. The book has three main goals: (1) to pass on design and symbolization expertise to the
scientific visualization community - information that comes from centuries of pre-computer visualization by
cartographers, and their more recent experiences with computerizing the discipline; (2) to help cartographers
cope with the dramatic shift from print cartography to a dynamic virtual cartography for which their role is
changing from that of map designer to one of spatial information display (and/or interface) designer; (3) to
illustrate the expanded role for cartography in geographic, environmental, planning, and earth science
applications that comes with the development of interactive geographic visualization tools. To achieve these
goals, the book is divided into three parts. The first sets the historical, cognitive, and technological context for
geographic/cartographic visualization tool development. The second covers key technological, symbolization,
and user interface issues. The third provides a detailed look at selected prototype geographic/cartographic
visualization tools and their applications.
Ecodesign for Cities and Suburbs Jonathan Barnett 2015-06-23 As world population grows, and more people
move to cities and suburbs, they place greater stress on the operating system of our whole planet. But
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urbanization and increasing densities also present our best opportunity for improving sustainability, by
transforming urban development into desirable, lower-carbon, compact and walkable communities and business
centers. Jonathan Barnett and Larry Beasley seek to demonstrate that a sustainable built and natural
environment can be achieved through ecodesign, which integrates the practice of planning and urban design
with environmental conservation, through normal business practices and the kinds of capital programs and
regulations already in use in most communities. Ecodesign helps adapt the design of our built environment to
both a changing climate and a rapidly growing world, creating more desirable places in the process. In six
comprehensively illustrated chapters, the authors explain ecodesign concepts, including the importance of
preserving and restoring natural systems while also adapting to climate change; minimizing congestion on
highways and at airports by making development more compact, and by making it easier to walk, cycle and
take trains and mass transit; crafting and managing regulations to insure better placemaking and fulfill
consumer preferences, while incentivizing preferred practices; creating an inviting and environmentally
responsible public realm from parks to streets to forgotten spaces; and finally how to implement these
ecodesign concepts. Throughout the book, the ecodesign framework is demonstrated by innovative practices
that are already underway or have been accomplished in many cities and suburbs—from Hammarby Sjöstad in
Stockholm to False Creek North in Vancouver to Battery Park City in Manhattan, as well as many smallerscale examples that can be adopted in any community. Ecodesign thinking is relevant to anyone who has a part
in shaping or influencing the future of cities and suburbs – designers, public officials, and politicians.
Cinema in Turkey 1995
Patterns of Local Autonomy in Europe Andreas Ladner 2018-10-26 This book considers local autonomy,
measured as a multidimensional concept, from a cross-country comparative perspective, and examines how
variations can be explained and what their consequences are. It fills a gap in the literature by providing a
comprehensive study of the different components of local autonomy across a large number of countries, over
time. It offers a theoretically saturated concept to measure local autonomy and applies it to 39 countries,
including all 28 EU member states together with Albania, Georgia, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Macedonia,
Moldova, Norway, Serbia, Switzerland Turkey and Ukraine, over a period of 25 years (1990-2014).
To Kill a Nation Michael Parenti 2002-08-17 Challenges mainstream media coverage of the war, uncovering
hidden agendas behind Western rhetoric.
Russia Glenn Eldon Curtis 1998 Study of the history, culture, and government of Russia.
Pigs and Humans Umberto Albarella 2007-12-06 A collection of essays focusing upon the role wild and
domestic pigs have played in human societies around the world over the last 10,000 years. The 22 contributors
cover a broad and diverse range of themes, grounded within the disciplines of archaeology, zoology,
anthropology, and biology, as well as art history and history.
Defenders of Reason in Islam Richard C. Martin 2016-03-03 This clearly written text explores the rational
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theology of Islam, the conflict between the "defenders of God" and the "defenders of reason", and the
controversy's historical roots.
Albania at War, 1939-1945 Bernd Jürgen Fischer 1999 The Second World War in Europe has generated more
literature than perhaps any other event in modern history. Much of the interest has focused on military
history, occupation policy, puppet governments, and resistance movements in Europe's principal states. Often
ignored in this flood of material, however, are the small nations of southeastern Europe. Yet in the small states
the human suffering was no less profound, the destruction no less devastating, the heroism no less laudable, the
treachery no less despicable, and the impact no less profound. Albania at War reviews the most important
developments in Albania from the Italian invasion of the country in 1939 to the accession to power of the
Albanian Communist Party and the establishment of a "people's democracy" in 1946. Fischer analyzes in great
detail Italian goals and objectives in Albania and explains the eventual failure of Rome's policy, the subsequent
German invasion of the country against the Axis Powers. This unique path breaking book provides a vigorous
and thought-provoking analysis of competing external interests in Albania and explores the great obstacles that
the Albanians faced in regaining their independence at the end of the war. Albania at War, 1939-1945
thoroughly covers the developments in Albania during that turbulent period. It is essential reading for all
students of Albanian history.
Kosovo Gail Warrander 2007 Kosovo is likely to become an independent state in 2007, making this Bradt guide
a ‘must-buy’ for visitors from the country’s diaspora (which is believed to number over a million), for the
many NGOs living out there and, as always, for those keen to explore off the beaten track. Ringed by high
mountains crossed by a series of conquerors over the centuries, the country boasts Ottoman mosques, Serbian
Orthodox churches, monasteries, vineyards and extravagant KLA war memorials. The capital Pristina offers a
surprising contrast with its growing number of vibrant restaurants, bars and shops, along with Kosovo’s top ski
resort, Brezovica, which offers some of the best skiing in southeastern Europe.
Shqiptarët dhe trojet e tyre Selami Pulaha 1982
A Biographical Dictionary of Albanian History Robert Elsie 2012-12-06 The history of Albania includes some
memorable characters - from the legendary Albanian hero Scanderbeg to the glamorous Queen Geraldine.
Robert Elsie's extensively researched Biographical Dictionary of Albania History provides fascinating and
comprehensible information on over 700 Albanian and Albania-related historical figures, from the Ancient
World via the centuries of Ottoman rule, the struggle for independence and the years of communism right up
to the end of the twentieth century. Taking an encyclopaedic approach, this unique book considers the
colourful cast of characters that influenced Albania's history and development - be they native Albanians or
visitors from overseas. All notable historical and political figures - from the Kings of Illyria to Enver Hoxha are included as well as leading figures of culture and the arts - from Marin Barleti to Faik Konitza. Visitors
who had intimate ties with Albania - including Lord Byron, Benjamin Disraeli, Edward Lear, Aubrey
Herbert, Edith Durham and Rose Wilder Lane - are also studied. In addition to these well-known figures, the
entries also comprise individuals as diverse as an eighteenth-century Montenegrin impostor, a German circus
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acrobat and the Austrian mistress of King Zog. As the most reliable and comprehensive source of information
about Albanian history available in English, this book will be essential reading for anyone interested in the
history of this pivotal Balkan state. Robert Elsie shows how this important group of individuals influenced
Albanian history and helped to shape the country as it is today.

Thematic Cartography and Geovisualization Terry A. Slocum 2013-10-03 For introductory courses in
cartography. This comprehensive text blends broad coverage of basic methods for symbolising spatial data with
an introduction to cutting-edge data visualisation techniques. The authors’ balanced presentation clearly
contrasts different approaches for symbolising spatial data, in addition to individual mapping techniques. The
full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make
highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and
accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also via the
iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you'll gain instant access to this eBook. Time limit The eBooks products
do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have your
Bookshelf installed.
Kosovo Noel Malcolm 2018-05-31 By the early-1980s Kosovo had reached a state of permanent crisis and
military occupation, and it became the main focus for the revival of Serbian nationalism. This book traces the
history of Kosovo, examining the Yugoslavian conflict, and the part played by Western Europe in its
destruction. 'This is a profound and important book, essential reading for those who wish to understand either
the complex history or the present politics of Yugoslavia.' Hugh Trevor-Roper, SUNDAY TELEGRAPH 'A
dreadnought of a book, all big guns, covering the whole history of Kosovo, with an authority that is often
breathtaking and never oppressive.' Norman Stone, SUNDAY TIMES
European Citizenship and Social Exclusion Maurice Roche 2018-12-17 Frist published in 1997, this book aims to
answer if European ‘post-national’ citizenship provide a practical opening and a conceptual challenge to cope
with the diverse and close-circuiting crises of national European social models? What then might a new sphere
of European social inclusion look like? This book also provided the first attempt to go well beyond ‘national
gridlock’. Old solutions will no longer do. Is new land in sight? With monetary integration almost
implemented this is a highly relevant exploration of a central complementary ‘common currency’ in Europe’s
future.
The Kosovo Memory Book: 1998 Fond za humanitarno pravo 2011
Mountaineering: Freedom of the Hills The Mountaineers 2017-10-05 “The definitive guide to mountains and
climbing . . .”—Conrad Anker For nearly 60 years it’s been revered as the “bible” of mountaineering–and now
it’s even better than ever • The best-selling instructional text for new and intermediate climbers for more than
half a century • New edition—fully updated techniques and all-new illustrations • Researched and written by
a team of expert climbers Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills is the text beloved by generations of new
climbers—the standard for climbing education around the world where it has been translated into 12
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languages. For the all-new 9th Edition, committees comprosed of active climbers and climbing educators
reviewed every chapter of instruction, and discussed updates with staff from the American Alpine Club
(AAC), the American Institute for Avalanche Research and Education (AIARE), and the Access Fund. They
also worked with professional members of the American Mountain Guides Association (AMGA), to review
their work and ensure that the updated textbook includes the most current best practices for both alpine and
rock climbing instruction. From gear selection to belay and repel techniques, from glacier travel to rope work,
to safety, safety, and more safety—there is no more comprehensive and thoroughly vetted training manual for
climbing than the standard set by Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills, 9th Edition. Significant updates
to this edition include: • New alignment with AAC’s nationwide universal belay standard • Expanded and
more detailed avalanche safety info, including how to better understand avalanches, evaluate hazards, travel
safely in avy terrain, and locate and rescue a fellow climber in an avalanche • Newly revamped chapters on
clothing and camping • All-new illustrations reflecting the latest gear and techniques—created by artist John
McMullen, former art director of Climbing magazine • Review of and contributions to multiple sections by
AMGA-certified guides • Fresh approach to the Ten Essentials—now making the iconic list easier to recall
Fan Noli's American Years Avni Spahiu 2009-03-01
Historical Dictionary of Kosovo Robert Elsie 2010-11-15 This second edition of the Historical Dictionary of
Kosovo relates the history of Kosovo through a chronology, an introductory essay, an extensive bibliography,
and over 400 cross-referenced dictionary entries on significant persons, places, and events; institutions and
organizations; and political, economic, social, cultural, and religious facets. This book is an excellent access point
for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Kosovo.
Rusia dhe Kosova Shaqir Vukaj 2007
Inter-Municipal Cooperation in Europe Rudie Hulst 2007-05-11 This book presents an overview of intermunicipal cooperation in eight European countries. Each country study sketches its attendant forms, their
institutional design, the tasks and competencies attributed to joint authorities of municipalities and the way
inter-municipal cooperation operates in practice. Both performance and democratic aspects of cooperation are
recurring topics.
Improving Human Learning in the Classroom George R. Taylor 2008-10-03 Improving Human Learning in
the Classroom provides a functional and realistic approach to facilitate learning through a demonstration of
commonalities between the various theories of learning. Designed to assist educators in eliciting students' prior
knowledge, providing feedback, transfer of knowledge, and promoting self-assessment, Taylor and
MacKenney provide proven strategies for infusing various learning theories into a curriculum, guiding
educators to find their own strategies for promoting learning in the classroom. Both quantitative and
qualitative research methods investigate learning theories and reforms in education. Quantitative data sources
build the theoretical framework for educating the student, as well as developing strategies for closing the
achievement gap. Taylor and MacKenney fuse personal experiences with solid strategies for human learning.
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Monumentet 1984
Kosovo Tim Judah 2002-01-01 Om det spændte forhold mellem albanere og serbere i Kosovo, som har
eksisteret siden middelalderen, og som til sidst førte til NATOs bombardement og Kosovos forvandling fra
serbisk provins til internationalt protektorat
Explanatory Report on the European Charter of Local Self-government Council of Europe 1986

Useful Enemies Noel Malcolm 2019-05-02 From the fall of Constantinople in 1453 until the eighteenth
century, many Western European writers viewed the Ottoman Empire with almost obsessive interest.
Typically they reacted to it with fear and distrust; and such feelings were reinforced by the deep hostility of
Western Christendom towards Islam. Yet there was also much curiosity about the social and political system on
which the huge power of the sultans was based. In the sixteenth century, especially, when Ottoman territorial
expansion was rapid and Ottoman institutions seemed particularly robust, there was even open admiration. In
this path-breaking book Noel Malcolm ranges through these vital centuries of East-West interaction, studying
all the ways in which thinkers in the West interpreted the Ottoman Empire as a political phenomenon - and
Islam as a political religion. Useful Enemies shows how the concept of 'oriental despotism' began as an attempt
to turn the tables on a very positive analysis of Ottoman state power, and how, as it developed, it interacted
with Western debates about monarchy and government. Noel Malcolm also shows how a negative portrayal of
Islam as a religion devised for political purposes was assimilated by radical writers, who extended the criticism
to all religions, including Christianity itself. Examining the works of many famous thinkers (including
Machiavelli, Bodin, and Montesquieu) and many less well-known ones, Useful Enemies illuminates the longterm development of Western ideas about the Ottomans, and about Islam. Noel Malcolm shows how these ideas
became intertwined with internal Western debates about power, religion, society, and war. Discussions of
Islam and the Ottoman Empire were thus bound up with mainstream thinking in the West on a wide range of
important topics. These Eastern enemies were not just there to be denounced. They were there to be made
use of, in arguments which contributed significantly to the development of Western political thought.
Pannonia and Upper Moesia (Routledge Revivals) András Mócsy 2014-04-08 In Pannonia and Upper Moesia,
first published 1974, András Mócsy surveys the Middle Danube Provinces from the latest pre-Roman Iron Age
up to the beginning of the Great Migrations. His primary concern is to develop a general synthesis of the
archaeological and historical researches in the Danube Basin, which lead to a more detailed knowledge of the
Roman culture of the area. The economic and social development, town and country life, culture and religion
in the Provinces are all investigated, and the local background of the so-called Illyrian Predominance during
the third century crisis of the Roman Empire is explained, as is the eventual breakdown of Danubian
Romanisation. This volume will appeal to students and teachers of archaeology alike, as well as to those
interested in the Roman Empire – not only the history of Rome itself, but also of the far-flung areas which
together comprised the Empire’s frontier for centuries.
Dumbing Down America James Delisle 2021-09-03 At a time when the U.S. education system consistently lags
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behind its international peers, Dumbing Down America shows exactly why America can't keep up by
providing a critical look at the nation's schools through the eyes of the children whose minds are languishing
in countless classrooms. Filled with specific examples of how gifted children are being shortchanged by a
nation that believes smart kids will succeed on their own, Dumbing Down America packs a powerful message:
If we want our nation to prosper, we must pay attention to its most intelligent youth. With more than 35
years of experience working with and for gifted children, author James R. Delisle provides a template of what
can and must happen in America's schools if they are to fulfill their mission of educating every child to the
fullest potential. Dumbing Down America is a must-read for any individual who believes that the unfulfilled
promises to gifted children must begin to be met in America's schools today, not someday.
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